WHEREAS Rosario Cuevas began supporting the CI Academic Senate from its very beginning, and

WHEREAS her hard work in the earliest years helped lay the foundation for an enduring institution on campus, and

WHEREAS Rosario supported the essential developing and planning of the policies and resolutions that guide our programs, curriculum, and campus, and

WHEREAS Rosario kept track of endless policies that were often revised and superseded on an annual basis (especially the RTP policy), in addition to updating the policy numbering system at least twice, and

WHEREAS Rosario has kept all the minutes (which sometimes might seem like hours) for the Academic Senate, and

WHEREAS over the past ten years, she has had six Senate Chairs to put up with, along with her other duties as Administrative Support Coordinator of the Art Program, and

WHEREAS the Senate Chairs in particular have relied on her depth of knowledge, multiple talents, and unfailing good cheer, and

WHEREAS Rosario has witnessed said Senate Chairs dancing and singing in addition to wielding the gavel, and with the courtesy to pretend such was normal behavior, and

WHEREAS, and perhaps most remarkably, Rosario managed to beam her magnificent smile even after two hours of listening to a roomful of faculty debate some completely minor point in a totally obscure policy,

Be it resolved that we, the CSU Channel Islands Academic Senate, do hereby express our deepest thanks and appreciation for the tremendous hard work that Rosario has given the Academic Senate over the past decade, and

Be it resolved that although we will miss her, we wish her the best in the next phase of her service to CI.